İNTERMOBİL OTOMOTİV
GLOBAL COMPACT
2020 COMMUNICATION
ON PROGRESS

This report is the Communication on Progress
sharing our Company’s UN Global
Compact performance.
We would gladly welcome your
opinions on its contents.
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1. ABOUT THE REPORT

İntermobil was accepted into the United Nations Global Compact Platform as a “signatory participant” on 3/16/2020. By signing it made a commitment to integrate ten principles of the UN
Global Compact in its strategies and operations and to publish
an annual Communication on Progress (COP). The annual COP
is İntermobil’s first report in which it shares the work it has done
in the field of sustainability and the activities it is planning to
do in the future. The report covers the topics of Human Rights,
Labor, the Environment, and Anti-Corruption, which are the UNGC’s four main principles. All of İntermobil’s activities in these
fields are shared in this report.
Although the report covers the period 1/1/2020-12/31/2020, as
this is İntermobil’s first COP, important figures for previous years
have also been shared and progress has been reported.
We would gladly welcome your thoughts and recommendations
regarding our COP. Please send your questions, opinions, or
recommendations via e-mail to
surdurulebilirlik@intermobil.com.tr
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2. MESSAGE FROM MANAGEMENT

İntermobil is a company that has been operating in the automotive sector for the past 67 years and that aims to be Turkey’s best-equipped
solution partner in this sector. As an institution that has existed to date
thanks to its values, we do not forget our responsibilities toward future
generations when following technology closely, and we strive to do our
best to raise awareness of sustainability.
İntermobil is a company based on five fundamental values: Honesty,
Trustworthiness, Sharing Experiences And Knowledge, Constant Improvement, and lastly, Taking Responsibility. We adopted the “Taking
Responsibility” principle as a new company value for İntermobil Otomotiv in 2019 to provide maximum benefit to society and the world.
Setting out from our value of “Taking Responsibility,” we created the
“Sustainability Committee,” comprising the Board of Directors and volunteer employees. Even during this challenging period when we are
feeling the global and national impact of the “coronavirus” (COVID-19)
pandemic, we are continuing to advance in line with our goals through
many activities that we have undertaken together with our Sustainability Committee in light of our “Taking Responsibility” value.
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We at İntermobil were accepted into the United Nations Global Compact Platform (UN Global Compact) as a “signatory participant” on 3/16/2020. As a signatory participant we confirm that we will support the UN Global Compact’s ten
principles in the fields of human rights, labor standards, the environment, and anti-corruption, and commit to publish
an Annual Communication on Progress (COP) every year.
This Annual Communication on Progress that we have prepared is our first report in which we share the work İntermobil
has done to date and in the field of sustainability, which came to the fore in 2020, and the activities it plans to continue
in the future. On behalf of the İntermobil team, I am delighted to share our first Annual Communication on Progress
with you and I believe that we are going to accomplish great things in our sustainability adventure together.
As a company operating in the automotive sector, from here on in we are going to do our level best while continuing
with our business to make the world a more livable place, to ensure that nature and all the creatures that live in it
continue, and to leave living space for our children.
President
Nadine Perahya

Managing Director
Rıfat Perahya
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3. ABOUT İNTERMOBİL
a. History

İntermobil, established by Jozef Papo in İstanbul in 1954, has been acting as agent and distributor of
leading automotive industry suppliers, located in Europe; it provides service to automotive aftermarket as well as, passenger car, truck, bus and trailer manufacturers in Turkey.
İntermobil positioned trade in the center of its activities for a period well over 67 years. It provides
technical service for over 25 years with engineers who are specialized in their fields in order to make
a difference in the industry. Focusing on supply chain management since 2011, it provides cost advantage, speed and high availability to both OEM and Aftermarket customers. İntermobil is making all
the necessary investments to complement the best in class supply chain management with the most
improved IT infrastructure in order to achieve sustainable growth. İntermobil will be ready with these
investments for the era of digitalization which will change the dynamics of the automotive industry.
İntermobil’s most important assets are its corporate values and human resources. Integrity, trustworthiness, sharing its experience and constant improvement are values on which all operations are
based on. Thanks to sales team which is close to the customer, specialized engineering team, avantgarde logistics team, innovative IT team, creative marketing team, strong finance team, investigative
HR team and visionary Management, İntermobil will continue to be the most improved solution provider of the Turkish automotive industry.
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1954

Upon the development of the Turkish automotive industry from 1954 onwards, İntermobil became representative of BENDIX (USA), CLAYTON DEWANDRE (United Kingdom), TURNER Manufacturing (United Kingdom),
DBA – MARCHALDUCELLIER and MEILLOR (France), ROULUNDS V belts (Denmark), SCAPRO and HIAB
Foco (Sweden).

1980

İntermobil increased its activities in the automotive industry in the 1980s. İntermobil became the agent of
WABCO Westinghouse in 1982. WABCO not only helps curb general vehicle operating costs, but also increase
the safety and efficiency of trucks, buses, and trailers. WABCO’s aftermarket services network offers innovative
products and services through a worldwide system of distributors and workshops, as well as brand new training centers, for fleet owners and operators, throughout the lifetime of the vehicle. İntermobil serves the Turkish
automotive market truck, bus and trailer manufacturers and the aftermarket through the appointed distributors
and 95 selected “WABCO Service Partners”.

1991

İntermobil became the agent of HELLA in 1991, HELLA, one of the leading producers in lighting globally, is
based in Germany, HELLA produces more than 25.000 references in lighting, electrics and electronics product
groups for OEM and Aftermarket customers.
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1998

In 1998, it assumed the agency of VDL WEWELER and has been continuing successfully since then.

2002

In 2000, it became the agent and exclusive distributor in aftermarket of Siemens VDO. İntermobil
continues as agent and distributor of VDO brand in four main segments; OE, Aftermarket, Tachograph and Diesel parts even though it was taken over by Continental AG in 2007.

2006

In 2006, the agency of HELLA TRAILER SYSTEMS was added to the agreement with HELLA which
started in 1991.

2009

In 2009, HELLA and İntermobil made a Joint Venture. Two deep-rooted family companies unified with
the vision of becoming the best solution provider of the Turkish automotive industry. Thanks to its
innovative applications and close customer relations, İntermobil has been continuing its journey by
achieving growth and increasing figures every year.
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2011

In 2011, it became the agent and the distributor of VALX trailer axles. Sales and service organization of VALX has been formed and managed by İntermobil. In 2011, it became the distributor of
WABCOWURTH and extended its spare parts portfolio with sales and hotline support of diagnostic
devices produced by WABCOWURTH for light duty and heavy commercial vehicles.

2012

From June 2012, İntermobil also started its cooperation with HELLA GUTMANN SOLUTİONS which
is one of the most well-known diagnostic device producers for passenger car and light commercial
vehicles in Germany. İntermobil Technology concept was founded by adding garage equipment products to these two leading diagnostics brands.

2013

In 2013, it became the exclusive distributor of passenger car brake system manufacturer HELLA
PAGID BRAKE SYSTEMS in Turkey. Despite the fact that it made a late entrance to the brake products in the Aftermarket where several brands are present since many years; İntermobil reached noticeable market share thanks to its accurate distribution strategy.
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2014

As of November 2014, the collaboration started with FUWA based in China which is World’s largest trailer axle
manufacturer with over 1 Million axles production per year. Live axle products will provide cost advantage to
truck and bus manufacturers in Turkey. Also, many products such as fifth wheel, front axle, drums are offered to
Turkish vehicle manufacturers.

2015

In 2015, cooperation with KONI, one of the most popular shock absorber manufacturers known for its high performance, started. KONI Group’s R&D, engineering, production, finance & control, quality, sales & marketing
operations are located at the headquarters in Netherlands. KONI is supplied to bus manufacturers in Turkey.

2018

İntermobil and WABCO cooperation serves trucks, bus and trailer producers, Aftermarket distributors and services with safety products since 1982. İntermobil technical and commercial support is now brought to a step
forward by WABCO establishing a purchasing office in Turkey in 2011. The next step was done in August 1,
2018 by starting a Logistic Center and the 4PL (Fourth Party Logistics) task was given to İntermobil. WABCO
demonstrated its confidence in Turkey and trust in İntermobil.
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2019

In 2019, it started representing Ventura Systems based in
Netherlands, the European leader in the design, production and supply of innovative bus door systems.
In 2019, it launched the ioto brand, which appeals to the
Far East vehicle group. OEM and OES favored by hightech manufacturers with factories produced ioto products
are primarily delivered to Turkey and also it is targeted to
deliver to European, Russian, Turkic Republics, Middle
Eastern and African markets.

2020

Since August of 2020, İntermobil is operating as Pomlead’s
sole representative in Turkey. Pomlead is a China based
brand that specializes in the development and manufacture of aluminum wheels and all other aluminum parts for
commercial vehicles, passenger cars and rail transit.
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b. Services

b1. Engineering and Technical Support
When offering engineering and technical support, İntermobil
provides both theoretical and practical training for all the
brands it represents and distributes and offers the most
up-to-date technology to vehicle producers. As a pioneering company that believes education is the most important
element in sectoral development, it offers regular training
for both vehicle producers and its authorized automotive
aftermarket service providers with its range of high-quality
products and the services it offers.
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b2. Supply Chain and Logistical Support
İntermobil always aims to make a difference in customerfocused solutions. Traceability right up until the product
reaches the end-user is an important criterion in determining
the performance of the logistics solution being presented.
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b3. Marketing Support
Branding is the basis of marketing and an important part
of operating strategy. İntermobil offers professional support
in providing a standard look at the distributors and service
centers of every brand it represents and distributes. In addition to adapting foreign campaigns and concepts, it also
carries out concept studies aimed at its service centers and
distributors in line with the institution and goals of branding. Every distributor and service center is briefed on brand
identity, visual products, and logo use.
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b4. Warranty Procedure
Focus on the customer is at the forefront of İntermobil
Otomotiv’s warranty work. In this context, a bridge is built
between the supplier and the customer to find a solution
the moment any problem is reported by the customer. The
Warranty Department was established within İntermobil in
conjunction with İntermobil Academy investment Thanks
to this, İntermobil can make its own decisions without the
need to send abroad 90% of the products for which customers have made warranty requests. This greatly reduces
the turnaround time for customers who have made warranty
requests.
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c. Significant Developments in 2020

√ Representation for the Pomlead brand began in Turkey. İntermobil has been acting as Pomlead’s
sole representative in Turkey since August 2020. Founded in China and a brand name specializing
in aluminum rims and all other aluminum parts for commercial vehicles, private cars, and railroad
haulage, Pomlead is introducing its field-leading products to Turkey’s automotive market through
İntermobil.
√ The ERYAZ B2B portal was made available for use for the ioto brand. With the B2B portal, the order collection and payment processes sped up and satisfaction was provided to our customers and
sales team in terms of visuals, habits, and the portal’s features.
√ İntermobil carried out Teccom and XML Web Service Supplier Integration. Our “Teccom Supplier Integration” and our “XML Web Service infrastructure was completed in 2020 and now our customers
can make stock inquiries, send in orders, receive order confirmation, and inquire about order status
directly using the Teccom Order Manager and its ERP/B2B software. Furthermore, our customers
who have updated their own B2B systems can show their own customers İntermobil stock in real
time for products they do not currently have in stock and they can place orders
√ Transition was made to the Smart Expense Management Platform. The goal behind automating and
digitizing the expense process using Smart Expense Management is to automate the process for
both users and the Finance Department. Using Artificial Intelligence, work was done on accelerating
and improving expense processes with such features as photographed expense entry, accounting
(ERP) integration, expense reporting, and mobile authorization.
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√ Transition was made to the Slimstock/Slim 4 app. The Slimstock
app was brought in for demand planning and inventory optimization. The goal is to increase sales, to increase the ratio of inventory accuracy, to reach level-of-service targets, and to reduce
logistics costs through effective cost management.
√ The project to switch to the Online Leave Portal is under way.
This is a project that began in 2020 and went live in February
2021. The goal is to take the manual work out of leave requests
by managing them on the online portal, to track employees’ remaining leave, to reduce the Human Resources Department’s
workload, and to save time.
√ Netekstre was added to the Account Movements Integration
System. The Bank Account Integration Service has been in use
since September 2019 for the benefit of our Finance Department. Work on this is being carried out with one of the best firms
in the sector (EÇÖZÜM –NETEKSTRE). Work began on the 2nd
stage of the project, SAP/ERP integration. All account activity is
received from the banks online and all the collection transactions
and converted into a common data structure, and all activities
can be viewed on a single panel.
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√ Work on the İntermobil Online Academy Project began.
We are continuing to work on an online academy model
that will be able to meet basic requirements at first but
will be continually improved. The goal is for customers,
İntermobil employees, and partners (service centers and
distributors) to be able to receive İntermobil’s services
digitally and without interruption in a continual and sustainable fashion in the İntermobil Online Academy Project
online setting. Its current form has been designed to be
ready 24/7 and contains meeting rooms (such as Zoom,
MS Teams, etc.) that online educators and İntermobil employees can use to ensure participation over the Internet
independent of location and time. İntermobil’s product
promotion videos and activities, shared on various social media channels, are being presented digitally from
a single source. In particular, structuring of the training is
continuing and in the middle of 2021 when the planned
number of training courses is reached, customers will be
able to attend training courses online via the Online Academy. Furthermore, an additional domain name https://
akademi.intermobil.com.tr has been added to the existing domain name for the Online Academy with the goal of
increasing visitor traffic on the İntermobil website and its
findability value on search engines. Training courses are
planned not only for customers and partners but also for
the in-house training of company employees.
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d. Our Mission

Investing in human resources, constant improvement and customer focused approach while carrying our more than sixty years’ experience towards
future generations. Reflecting the international service approaches of the companies of which we are
Turkish partners in view of the local requirements in
the best way. Enriching the supplementary product
portfolio with future focused systems and technologies to offer added value for our customers.
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e. Our Vision

Being the most equipped
solution partner in the Turkish
automotive industry.
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f. Our Values

f1. Honesty
Given our perspective attaching great import to individuals and the society, honesty lies at the core
of our operations. As a corporate, we abide by the
principle of honesty and integrity in all our affairs
and in all aspects of our business. The principle
of ‘honesty’, which is the most innate corporate
value we believe in and have embraced, has been
guiding our journey throughout all our corporate
history.

f2. Trustworthiness
The principle of ‘trustworthiness’ is the foundation
of the confidence our word draws from anyone
and any entity we have done business with since
our incorporation, as well as of maintaining such
strong ties. As a rule, our words and behaviors
should be consistent. We only make the promises we can keep, and do what is necessary to
keep those promises. We try hard to provide the
optimal solutions to match the requirements and
needs of our customers. We embrace an open
perspective on communications. We are a firm instilling trust as a corporate family comprised of
individual employees.
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f3. Sharing Experiences and Knowledge
The principle of sharing experiences and knowledge
lies at the root of our continued and ever increasing
success. We attach great importance of sharing experiences among our employees. We do not shy away
from sharing our experiences with our customers,
and we always try to achieve progress and perform
better. Embracing the belief that knowledge grows
through sharing, we are only delighted to share our
knowledge with our employees and customers, and
we emphasize solidarity as well as team spirit. We
make sure that our employees –our most valuable
assets– get access to new knowledge through various trainings; we always support them through such
endeavors.
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f4. Constant Improvement
We always think of, investigate, and implement
ways to take our company and services further, to
achieve ever more. We are well aware that continued improvement and development can be based
only on investment in human, assets, and information technologies. Continuous learning and selfdevelopment are the essential elements of all our
processes. Thanks to our visionary perspective, we
take decisions to shed light for new projects, and to
ensure sustainability of our business. We embrace
any innovative ideas to increase the satisfaction
levels of our customers, employees, and business
partners. Our employees assume active roles in
their departments, and contribute to the progress
of the firm by taking the initiative.

f5. Taking Responsibility
We at İntermobil have a responsibility to society,
individuals, nature, and the world. Our employees also carry every role they undertake with this
awareness and see it through to conclusion. This
approach of ours is why we aim to provide maximum contribution to global sustainability by using
our resources as effectively and efficiently as possible.
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g. Corporate Governance

g1. Management and Organizational Structure
İntermobil continues to work with 70 employees led by President Nadine Perahya ve İntermobil
Managing Director Rıfat Perahya.
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4. SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

As an institution that has existed to date
thanks to its values, we strive to do our
best to raise awareness of sustainability
by not forgetting our responsibilities toward
future generations when following technology closely. In this context, we adopted the
“Taking Responsibility” principle as a new
company value for İntermobil Otomotiv in
2019 to provide maximum benefit to society and the world. Setting out from our value of “Taking Responsibility,” we created
the “Sustainability Committee,” comprising
the Board of Directors and volunteer employees. İntermobil and the Sustainability
Committee have carried out various activities since the first day it convened and they
continue to progress in line with their goals
by adding new ones every day. For This is
Everyone’s World!
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a. Sustainability Committee and Its Work

The Sustainability Committee is the decision-making body for all matters
relating to sustainability and consists of 12 volunteers; it was formed on
December 12th, 2019. The Committee underwent comprehensive “Sustainability Training” to learn how to formulate sustainability culture and
strategy within İntermobil and to determine the action to be taken. The
training included a workshop on prioritizing sustainability and identified
İntermobil’s priority strategic sustainability topics.
During the workshop, the Committee members first received training under the heading “Responsible Management for Sustainability” and learned
about sustainability practices in Turkey and the world. Later, in the Water
and Carbon Footprint workshops, the Committee members brainstormed
what they could do to reduce their water and carbon footprints inside the
company and in daily life.
In the second part of the workshop, group studies and sharing took place
under these headings:		
√ Responsible Management/Ethics and Compliance Studies
√ Stakeholder Dialog
√ Sustainability Prioritization
√ Sustainability Awareness Among Employees
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İntermobil’s strategic sustainability priorities were revealed emerged as a result of
the prioritization questionnaire filled out by the Committee members and all the group
studies. Accordingly, İntermobil management has placed the following topics among
its highest priority sustainability topics:
		

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Ethics and Compliance,
Economic Performance,
Customer Satisfaction,
Employee Rights,
Employee Training and Development,
Diversity and Equal Opportunity
Employee Satisfaction

The İntermobil Sustainability Committee particularly evaluated how raising employee awareness of sustainability affects labor output, and reached these conclusions:
√
√
√
√
√
√

Sustainability awareness among employees will: increase loyalty by
increasing process and employee productivity and job performance;
Increase customer satisfaction;
Establish longer-lasting cooperation among stakeholders;
Cause an increase in operational quality;
Improve and strengthen the company’s image and sphere of influence.
This will positively affect brand value.
The company will be a pioneering and model company in its sector in
the field of sustainability, too.
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With this perspective, İntermobil planned various actions by identifying its goals in raising sustainability awareness among employees and it put them into effect in December 2019.
With the motto “This is Everyone’s World!” İntermobil believes that companies and individuals
should play their part in reducing mankind’s negative impact on natural resources and its Ecological Footprint. It is with this understanding that various practices were initiated by İntermobil
starting in 2019 to create in-house awareness in such fields as energy saving including carbon
emissions, renewable resources, the conscientious use of natural resources, and changing lifestyle.
The first thing done in here was to design the İntermobil 2020 calendar with a sustainability
theme. Under the heading of sustainability, each month drew attention to one topic. Furthermore, various watchwords supported by striking visuals were used on each page of the calendar
to generate individual awareness.
In addition, in continuation of this awareness work, sustainability posters and warning labels
covering such topics as electricity and water consumption, and the reduction and breakdown
of waste were used in every one of İntermobil’s offices. The Sustainability Committee regularly
follows up the changes that emerged as a result of these warnings.
Short-term plans include giving sustainability training to all employees then ensuring that employees are kept up to date through regular activities. Plans also include periodically organizing
in-house sustainable life workshops, film shows, and speeches and seminars with inspirational
speakers that all employees can attend. In addition to this, İntermobil employees will continue to
contribute to sustainability projects through cooperation with NGOs. The goal here is to bring to
life high-impact and long-term projects.
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b. İntermobil’s Sustainability Journey

√ At the Annual Assessment Meeting held on July 30th, 2019, İntermobil Managing Director Rıfat Perahya gave a presentation on sustainability to all employees and in connection with this he announced that “Being Responsible”
was being added to İntermobil’s corporate values.
√ The entire İntermobil team took part in the “NGO Fair” organized by Mazars
Denge during “Global Climate Strike Week” on September 20th, 2019.
√ On October 3rd 2019 a team of İntermobil volunteers
formed the “İntermobil Sustainability Committee.”
√ On October 15th, 2019 a “Garbage Collection Event” in Istanbul’s Belgrade
Forest was carried out by the entire İntermobil team.
√ Sustainability presentations were made at the WABCO Service Meeting,
the VDO Service Meeting, and the ioto Briefing in Antalya on November
21st, 2019.
√ Cooperation on “Sustainability Strategies” was made with Mikado Consultancy.
√ The Sustainability Committee took part in “Sustainability Training” on December 12th, 2019 to learn how to create a sustainability culture and strategy inside İntermobil and how to determine the action to be taken. The training also include a workshop on sustainability prioritization and İntermobil’s
priority sustainability strategy topics.
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√ The sustainability-themed İntermobil 2020 Calendar was published on December 21st, 2019.
√ On January 22nd, 2020 323 saplings were planted to eliminate
the 129,360 kg of carbon emissions released into the atmosphere on 559,938 km of flights for business trips taken the
previous year.
√ Office clothing, posters, and warning stickers and badges all
with a sustainability theme were introduced in March 2020.
√ A Sustainability Committee strategy meeting took place at the
Octopus Volunteers Association on March 10th, 2020, followed
by voluntary work at the Material Evaluation Center.
İntermobil was accepted into the United Nations Global Com√ pact as a “Signatory Participant” on March 16th, 2020. In the
application for “Signatory Participant” status, it pledged to abide
by the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact in the fields of
human rights, labor, environment, and anti-corruption.
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c. Sample Pages From the
Sustainability-Themed 2020 Calendar

As an institution that has existed to date thanks to its values, we do not forget our responsibilities toward future generations when following technology closely, and we strive
to do our best to raise awareness of sustainability.
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c. Sample Pages From the
Sustainability-Themed 2020 Calendar

With every passing day it becomes more important to take measures for protecting the
world to ensure that future generations are minimally affected by dwindling energy reserves and global climate change. It is possible to increase societies’ quality of life and
take steps for a happy tomorrow with eco-friendly buildings, factories, and infrastructure projects made to leave future generations a world they can live in.
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c. Sample Pages From the
Sustainability-Themed 2020 Calendar

Disruption of the ecological balance threatens all life. It makes people more and more
ill every day and causes many lifeforms to become extinct. Disruption in nature directly
affects nutrients and poses a serious risk to human health. Air pollution causes asthma
and allergies, while levels of depression caused by seasonally abnormal
weather conditions are increasing every day. As people who are paying a heavy price
for choosing modern life by moving away from nature, we must take the necessary
steps to prevent further disruption of the ecological balance and start implementing
them for ourselves and future generations.
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c. Sample Pages From the
Sustainability-Themed 2020 Calendar

About 70% of the Earth's surface is covered by water and this shows us just how important it is to protect the oceans, which are vital for the continuation of life. Water provides us with our nutrients, the quality of the air we breath, and is our primary source of
hygiene; we never forget how precious water is and we are doing our best to use our
water resources conscientiously.
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c. Sample Pages From the
Sustainability-Themed 2020 Calendar

With their water resources and basins destroyed by urbanization, cities are threatened
by industrial pollution due to waste water. This pollution directly affects the oxygen
city residents breathe and poses a significant threat to public health. Air pollution has
reached critical levels in cities and is enveloping the future of city children in an increasingly gray cloud. We have to continue our lives by taking the necessary measures today if our children are not to know of blue skies only from tales.
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c. Sample Pages From the
Sustainability-Themed 2020 Calendar

The Turkish Forestry Directorate’s figures say that there were 1,377 forest fires in Turkey in 2019 alone and that 3,191 hectares of land were damaged. Official figures state
that an average of 8-10,000 hectares of forest burn every year in Turkey. In addition to
the climate change caused by the loss of trees, the fact that forest animals lose their
homes or lives also puts nature on a path that is hard to come back from.
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d. Stakeholder Dialog

When carrying out all its activities, İntermobil defines all the groups that
influence it and that are influenced by it as stakeholders. It takes care to
ensure that the communication it establishes with the main stakeholders
is effective and transparent and to this end is creates structures that ensure stakeholder participation in its processes.
İntermobil is announcing its sustainability approach to all its stakeholders
through various channels.
The means of communicating with shareholders are:
√ Employees: Periodic briefings, activities, satisfaction surveys,
Human Resources Department feedback, evaluation, written/
verbal communication
√ The brands we represent: Periodic visits/meetings, written/
verbal communication
√ Customers: Visits/meetings with periods depending on customer profile, written/verbal communication
√ Official Institutions: Periodic evaluations and announcements
by authorized staff either one-on-one or via consultancy firms.
√ Solution partners: Written/verbal communication and periodic
meetings with the solution partners whose services or consultation we receive.
√ Non-Governmental Organizations: Written/verbal communication, attending and supporting organized events, organizing joint events
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5. Our Memberships

√ Turkish Chamber of Commerce
√ German Chamber of Commerce
√ Automotive Aftermarket Goods
and Services Association
√ United Nations Global 		
Compact
Furthermore, senior management has individual membership in the Down Syndrome
Association and the Turkish Association of
Women University Graduates. İntermobil
also sponsors Turkey's National Paralympic Tennis Player Büşra Ün and
the 1907 Fenerbahçe Disabled Stars Basketball Team.
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6. ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE

Professional and moral ethics have guided all of İntermobil’s work and decisions since it was
founded in 1954.
İntermobil acts in accordance with current laws and regulations and with Ethical Principles and
the Code of Business Conduct in all its operational areas and its relations with its stakeholders.
İntermobil continues to conduct business within the bounds of these rules so the trust in it and its
reputation is not shaken under any circumstances.
Ethical Principles and the Code of Business Conduct encompass the existing ethical and legal
relations within the company and with business partners, official authorities, and other stakeholders. Ethical Principles and the Code of Business Conduct are binding on all İntermobil employees
and they are notified of these rules on their first day at work. When creating its corporate values,
İntermobil adopted respect for people and the environment, being a leader and pioneer in the sector, keeping the satisfaction of customers and all other social stakeholders at the highest levels,
and not straying from the values of “honesty and trustworthiness” that it believes in when doing
this as its basic principles. This is why İntermobil never compromises on its ethical values in any
of its operational areas and why it regards integrity and sustainability as paramount in all its business activities. As a company that exists thanks to its values, İntermobil is aware that acting in
light of these values will always grant it success.
İntermobil’s business principles include acting in line with internationally recognized human rights
standards and principles, treating employees, business partners, and other stakeholders with
respect, and valuing them.
39

a. Compliance With the Code of Business Conduct
All employees, particularly executives, are personally responsible for complying with the Code of Business Conduct, ensuring compliance with it, and bringing complaints of violations of the Code to a satisfactory conclusion.

a1. Employee responsibility
All employees have to comply with the İntermobil Code of Business Conduct and adopt the principles on which these rules
are based as binding standards in when carrying out their daily
work.

a2. Management responsibility
İntermobil executives at all levels are models of behavior and principled attitudes; they ensure that their behavior complies with the Code of Business Conduct and that they apply
these rules in all their areas of responsibility. The executives are responsible for taking all the
necessary steps to ensure that all employees are aware of the principles in the Code of Business Conduct, that they comply with these laws and apply the Code of Business Conduct in
their daily activities
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b. Anti-corruption
b1. No to Corruption
Acting with transparency and integrity in its operations, İntermobil categorically
rejects corruption. In this matter, the “Anti-Corruption Procedure,” in which all
the rules are stated, is binding on all employees, who have been informed of this
by the Human Resources Department. Compliance with existing laws and the
Anti-Corruption Procedure is paramount for all İntermobil employees in all their
business-related behavior.
Any gift, dinner invitation, or advantage in the form of business or entertainment
events that could influence business partners is considered to be corruption and
therefore in violation of the Turkish Penal Code and even the slightest hint of undue influence is avoided.
When doing business with third parties (public officials or private sector companies) employees must act in accordance with domestic and international legislation banning activities that lead to corruption. It is expressly forbidden to offer
or propose any valuable gift (including cash or service) to third parties to obtain
an undue advantage (e.g., preventing a customer from exercising his/her legal
rights) or commercial earning. Non-compliant behavior is avoided. It is expressly
forbidden to enter a bribery relationship either directly or indirectly with third parties, to offer, or take bribes.
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b2. Our Mandatory Principles
All commercial transactions regarding any recommended or accepted partnership must abide by the following
principles:
√ Transparency
All commercial transactions must be carried out transparently (includes in-house and business partners).
√ Paperwork/Documentation
All commercial transactions, especially services given
and payments made, must be documented in writing.
This is a process that requires accurate, complete, and
timely internal documentation (record keeping).
√ Non-cash/In-kind Transactions
Payments must never be made in cash -- only via bank
transfer. It must be sure that the buyer's account is not
in a bank beyond the national border.
√ Separation of Interest
İntermobil employees must not use their business connections for their personal interest or that of a family
member or third party.
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7. EMPLOYEES and
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
a. Our Human Resources Management Approach

When managing its Human Resources processes, İntermobil acts
aware that its most important value is “Human,” meaning its “Employees.” Its corporate values of “Honesty,” “Trustworthiness”, “Sharing
Experiences And Knowledge,” “Constant Improvement” and “Taking
Responsibility” form the basis of its approach toward its employees.
Managed with an understanding that acts with the requirements of a
corporate body while preserving family company values, İntermobil
acts aware that the most important force when passing on its vast
experience to future generations is the “Value Adding Team.” In this
regard, all employees’ rights from the day they start work are determined according to the requirements of the Business Law and other
relevant legislation and within the scope of Ethical Principles and the
Code of Business Conduct. Effort is made to improve conditions for
employees and care is taken that the opportunities presented to employees are equal and that no discrimination is practiced. İntermobil
encourages a participatory business environment that values diversity.
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b. Our Human Resources Mission
To develop the human resources systems and processes to
maximize the effectiveness and productivity of our “Employees”, the most important assets of our company; to ensure
employee loyalty and continued satisfaction; to foster a corporate culture to embrace moral and ethical values while
focusing on achievement, dynamism, innovation, and sharing.
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c. Our Human Resources Vision

To stand out with the human resources we have for achieving lasting and sustainable success in line with the company’s vision and strategies; and to become the preferred
employer in the sector.

d. Participation and Diversity
İntermobil’s current employees work under an “Open-Ended Business Contract.”
All our employees work “Full Time.” İntermobil is particularly mindful of social gender equality. Women make up 25% of its working personnel and 33% of its management personnel. The goal is to increase today’s 25% women employee ratio
and to take steps that support social gender equality through various practices.
With this understanding, İntermobil has taken part in many projects in the name
of raising awareness of “Social Gender Equality” and aims to be a pioneer in this
field with its decisions and practices.
İntermobil encourages a business environment that values employee participation and diversity. Respect is given to all employees, business partners, and other
third parties without discrimination based on ethnic origin, social upbringing, race,
skin color, sexual inclination, religion or belief, union activity, age, disability, or
other characteristics protected by law. Employees are recruited and promoted
based on their qualifications and skills. Any behavior that might create a tense,
uncomfortable, or intimidating environment and also any incidents of harassment
including sexual harassment and psychological or physical violence are definitely
not tolerated.
İntermobil emphatically declares that it is opposed to child labor practices and that
it acts in accordance with the minimum employment age requirements stipulated
in domestic legislation. All forms of forced labor including slavery and human trafficking are rejected.
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e. Employee Rights
Wage Policy: The wages paid to İntermobil employees are at minimum wage level and are calculated and paid
in accordance with all current legislation. Furthermore, under the performance system, performance bonuses are
paid to employees who complete one year.
Working Hours: Working hours cannot exceed the maximum time period stated in current legislation.
Insurance Policy: Starting on their first day at work all employees are covered by the mandatory insurance stated
in the law and the Social Security Institution is notified. In addition, a Private Health Insurance package is made
available to employees covering inpatient and outpatient treatment.
Leave Policy: All employees are entitled to leave according to the periods stated by law. Furthermore, special
leave practices exist as determined by company procedure. Women employees take maternity leave within the
scope of the rights determined by law. Following maternity leave and depending on the relevant department’s
needs, the opportunity to use Breast-feeding Leave en bloc is also available.
Fleet Management: Company cars are given to employees depending on their position in the company within
established company rules and are for 24/7 use.
Meals: Office employees are provided with lunches via a contracted meals-on-wheels company. Employees working in the field are given an established lunch allowance.
Company Mobile Phone and GSM Line: All employees are given a company line and telephone in accordance
with established company rules.
Company Computer: All employees are given a company computer in accordance with established company
rules.
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e1. İntermobil Special Leave Practices
Leave practices created for the benefit of employees taking into
consideration the rules on leave in the Business Law contribute to
employee satisfaction and loyalty.
Paternity Leave: As part of the importance we attach to Social
Gender Equality, one of our pioneering practices in this context
is to grant 10 days’ paternity leave to our employees who have
become “a father.”
Compassionate Leave: “Three extra days of compassionate
leave” are granted on top of what is specified in the Business Law.
Non-Smoking Leave: To promote and encourage healthy living,
non-smoking employees are granted “three extra days of annual
leave."
Annual Leave: Since İntermobil does not count Saturdays when
calculating leave, the chance to take periods of leave longer than
those specified in the law is created.
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f. Employee Training and Development

Various training courses are organized over specific periods for
employee development in light of the values of “Sharing Experiences and Knowledge” and “Constant Improvement” The courses
are planned by overlapping İntermobil’s goals and priorities with
employees’ personal needs. People begin with “Orientation Training” on their first day at work and their development continues later
with various technical and skills courses aimed at improving their
personal and professional skills.
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f1. Personal Development and Skills Training
İntermobil’s entire team takes part in the personal development and
skills training courses that take place over regular intervals. The goal
of these courses is to increase employees’ motivation and support
their development.
Course examples:
√ Basic Communication and Empathy Training
√ Teamwork Training on the Path to Excellence
√ Problem-Solving and Decision-Making Techniques
√ Leadership Training
√ Motivation Training for Individual and Team Success
√ Keeping Internal Motivation High
√ Basic Excel Training
√ Advanced Excel Training
√ Foreign Language Training
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f2. Personal Development Training
The technical and sales teams continually improve their professional knowledge and skills to be
the most proficient in their field by taking technical goods and services training courses organized by the brands that İntermobil represents.
Course examples:
√ WABCO EBS-ESC Braking System Training
√ WABCO AEBS (Radar) Advanced Emergency Braking System Training
√ WABCO LDWS (Lane Departure Warning System) Training
√ WABCO Technical Teams Coordination and System Promotion Training (CPM)
√ WABCO ECAS Electronically Controlled Air Suspension Training
√ WABCO Truck and Trailer Systems Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions New Employee Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Diagnostic System Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Headlight Adjustment Technologies Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Axle Measurement Training and Equipment Use
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Headlight Adjustment Tool Practical Repair Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Fault Detection Tools Practical Repair Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Battery Charging Equipment Usage Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions Headlight Adjustment Tool Calibration Training
√ Hella Gutmann Solutions New Sector Technologies Training
√ WabcoWürth AC Coolant Filling Device Repair Training
√ WabcoWürth Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Training
√ WabcoWürth AC Systems and Coolant Filling Devices Practical Training
√ WabcoWürth Diagnostic System Training
√ Sensors Training
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f3. PDPL Awareness Training
As part of the Personal Data Protection Law Compliance Project, all employees were given PDPL Awareness Training on March 13th, 2019.
Training Subheadings
√ Overview of PDP Legislation
√ Principles Governing PDP
√ Definitions
√ Administrative and Criminal Penalties
√ Legal Processing Conditions
√ Transferring Personal Data
√ Data Controller and Their Obligations
√ Data Subject Rights and Requests
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g. Career - Performance Management

Our career management system was designed so our human resources can work effectively and efficiently, to meet our organizational
needs, and to increase business success. At the same time, the purpose of the system is to increase employee loyalty and commitment to
the job and to identify training and development needs. Career opportunities are presented on a rotational basis by evaluating our existing
employees first for every new position that opens up in the company.
The results obtained during performance management are also taken
into consideration in career management and give direction to vertical and horizontal career movement. Our performance management
system is run to determine the individual and unit goals given to employees in line with corporate goals and to measure these goals on a
quarterly basis. What is aimed for with the performance management
system is the improvement and development of personal performance
and the achievement of the company’s joint goals through encouragement to work in harmony as a team to fulfill given objectives as a unit.
In addition, it is to reward people who demonstrate good performance.
Based on our performance evaluation outcomes, training plans are
made to further enhance our employees’ strengths and to bring their
areas of development to the desired level.
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h. Employee Communication and Satisfaction
In the belief that PEOPLE are always at the center of
business, İntermobil cares about its team members
and their happiness. To this end, it always aims to
improve working standards. An “Employee Satisfaction Survey” is carried out regularly to ensure that all
team members are happy employees throughout their
employment at İntermobil. The results of the survey
are shared transparently with the employees, potential development areas are identified, and action plans
are drawn up accordingly. For example, the “Performance Management System” was renewed by taking
into consideration the requests made by employees
as part of the “Happiness Project” launched in 2018.
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İntermobil has become a company that always
adopts transparent communication when acting in line with its values. We have a free working environment in which every employee can
reach out to “Senior Management” and the “Executives” and share their ideas and opinions.
The goal behind the periodically held monthly
and yearly company evaluation meetings, the
“Senior Management and Department Meets,”
and “Chats with Human Resources,” etc. is to
keep communication alive.
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h1. İntermobil
Employee Satisfaction Survey
One of the tools that İntermobil uses to
maintain effective communication with
its employees is the Employee Loyalty and Satisfaction Survey, which is
carried out at regular intervals. When
carried out in 2018, the Employee Satisfaction Survey showed employee satisfaction throughout İntermobil to be
79.9%. This level is 24% higher than the
average for all the White Collar workers
in the 91 companies that conducted the
Employee Loyalty and Motivation Survey with PİN Araştırma between 2014
and 2017.
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Satisfaction Distribution - Overview

Satisfied

Throughout
Intermobil

Manager
and Above

Borderline Satisfied

Assistant, Analyst,
Engineer, Specialist,
Team Leader,
Assistant Manager

Not Satisfied

Employees Directly
Subordinate to the
Managing Director

PIN White Collar
Average

* The percentages in the charts show the percentage of agreement with the first statement on the survey form “I am satisfied working at my company.”
** PIN White Collar Average: Shows the average value for all White Collar employees in 91 companies that conducted the Employee Loyalty and Motivation Survey
with PIN Araştırma between 2014 and 2017
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Loyalty Motivation Indicators - Overview
Loyalty

Motivation
POSITION

LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT

Overall

BASE:
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Less than
1 year

1-3 years

3-5 years

5-10
years

More than
10 years

More than
10 years

Assistant, Analyst, Engineer,
Specialist, Team
Leader, Assistant
Manager

Employees
Directly Subordindate to
the Managing
Director

Loyalty Motivation Indicators - Length of Employment & Position

PIN White Collar Average

PIN White Collar Benchmark

Institution-Wide
Loyalty

Motivation

* PIN White Collar Average: Shows the average value for all White Collar employees in 91 companies that conducted the Employee Loyalty and Motivation
Survey with PIN Araştırma between 2014 and 2017
** White Collar Benchmark: Shows the average for the companies with the highest value among the 91 companies that conducted the Employee Loyalty
and Motivation Survey with PIN Araştırma between 2014 and 2017
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h2. Social Activities
İntermobil knows that in-house communication and teamwork are vital on the road to
success and every member of its family has to chance to get together through these organized events. Furthermore, the goal of these events, which are sometimes attended by
employees’ families, is to keep our family structure strong and alive. Our employees also
have the opportunity to attend artistic events through the “Social Responsibility” projects
that İntermobil actively plays a role in and supports.
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i. Equal Opportunity
i1. Recruitment
Our recruitment process consists of placing people
who fit İntermobil’s values and culture in the the
right positions in line with our needs analysis. The
applications made to the recruiting ads we publish
in many sources and the CVs that are sent directly
to our company are thoroughly evaluated and those
candidates that meet the position requirements are
included in the interview process without any discrimination being made. Our competency-based interview practices take place in various forms including “telephone, face-to-face, and online.” In addition
to this, we also have practice foreign language testing or use an evaluation center in line with position
requirements. Our recruitment processes are formated in a standard and transparent fashion (being
in contact with our prospective employees at every
stage) and we definitely tell applicants the outcome
of their application.
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i2. Social Gender Equality
Taking steps that support social gender equality
through various practices is one of İntermobil’s
priorities. A very large share in İntermobil being
where it is today belongs to President Nadine
Perahya, who is a role model for women executives in the sector and who holds the entire team
together with her experience and leadership.
One of the goals at İntermobil is to increase the
33% proportion of “women executives.” Three
İntermobil employees who took part in the “Social
Gender Equality Training Program” organized in
association with “Ford Otosan - AÇEV” to raise
awareness in this regard have become trainers.
First, all company employees were given Social
Gender Equality Training and now the goal is to
make many more people aware of this topic by integrating it into distributors and service meetings
so it can be shared with stakeholders. Training in
Social Gender Equality is going to continue.
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The “Social Gender Equality” message given by İntermobil to
Hürriyet newspaper on January 22nd, 2021
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j. Occupational Health and Safety

When it comes to occupational safety, İntermobil’s priority is to ensure safety for its
employees during work hours. A safe and healthy working environment helps increase the quality of goods, services, and labor. To this end, all kinds of measures
as deemed necessary by law are taken to provide a safe working environment.
Being aware of the obligation to provide a safe and healthy working environment,
procured safety equipment is used, unsafe situations are detected and reported,
and employees are briefed on emergency procedures.
İntermobil uses outsourcing to run programs that are part of integrating inspection,
training, consultancy, and engineering into “Occupational Health and Safety” with
the goal of continuing Occupational Health and Safety work in line with its operations at home and aboard. The work being carried out by İntermobil in line with its
Occupational Health and Safety activities may be summarized as follows:
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j1. Occupational Health and Safety
Risk Assessment Work
İntermobil regularly conducts risk assessment work in accordance with Occupational
Health and Safety Law No. 6331 to assess risks and define the dangers relating to
Occupational Health and Safety - in all the activities it undertakes. In addition, a Risk
Assessment Report is prepared using the Fine-Kinney analysis method.

j2. Emergency Situations and First Aid
An Emergency Situation Plan has been prepared and Emergency Situation Teams have been assigned in line with relevant legislation. As part of
this, a Firefighting Team, a Search & Rescue and Protection Team, and a
First Aid Team have been created. Planned fire and evacuation drills are
carried out in the office buildings. In addition, first aid training is also given.
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j3. Occupational Health and Safety Board
The Occupational Health and Safety Board, whose members were appointed in 2017, continues to operate
with regular meetings. Listed on the Hazard Classes Notification List as being in the reduced hazard class,
İntermobil holds quarterly meetings as per the terms of Article 9 of the Regulation on Occupational Health
and Safety Boards. An Occupational Health and Safety Internal Circular has been prepared that identifies
the Occupational Health and Safety Board’s working principles, the work to be done to provide occupational
health and safety and improve existing health and safety conditions, and the duties, powers, responsibilities,
rights, and obligations of both employer and employee.

j4. Occupational Health and Safety
Documentation Work
With service beginning in 2016, an Occupational Health
and Safety File was created. Instructions including the
Occupational Health and Safety Rules that employees
need to follow were prepared as part of the Occupational Health and Safety Internal Circular in 2017. Between
2017 and 2020 the Workplace Physician examined employees on their first day and at regular intervals.
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j5. Occupational Health and Safety Training
Basic Occupational Health and Safety training regularly attended by employees began in 2017 and mandatory first aid
training is given periodically to the First Aid Team.

j6. Periodic Checks
Electrical installation and grounding readings, lighting and thermal comfort readings are taken regularly as part of the process
of making periodic checks.
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k- COVID-19
İntermobil During the Pandemic

Acting on the understanding of “health first, people
first,” İntermobil has carried out the planning needed to
ensure continuity of work flow, to remain positive, and
to provide its business partners with value by giving
priority to the heath of all its employees and their families. With the pandemic, rapid changes in approach
took place inside İntermobil and prioritization work was
done.

k1. Change in Approach
√ Switch to remote working as of
March 13th, 2020
√ Regular remote employee communication
√ Regular remote customer communication
√ Remote Workplace Physician service
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k2. Identifying Priorities
√
√
√
√

Cash Flow Management
Cost Management and Process Efficiency
Increasing Market Share
Bringing New Projects to Life

k3. Measures Taken
√
		
√

√
√
		
		
√
√

√
√
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Regular procurement of masks
and disinfectant for all employees
Maximum regard for the rules of
masks, distancing, and hygiene in
offices, in the field, and during
customer visits
Minimum staffing levels in offices
First notifying the Human
Resources Department of
employees who need to be in the
offices
Using remote solutions wherever
possible for meetings and training
Refusing visits to offices, when
necessary, organizing meetings
with no more than three people in
meeting rooms
Requiring permission from senior
management for all business trips
Employees not to use any public
transport, but 14-day quarantine if
to be implemented if use of public
transport is necessary

k4. COVID-19 Studies
√

√
√

√

Regular sharing with employees and all stakeholders of plentiful information relating to health, the
economy, the business world, technology, culture & art, sports, sustainability, and changes to existing
legislation during the pandemic.
Regular “online sports” activities led by the Sports Instructor with voluntary attendance.
Providing employees and business partners with home delivery of food, cleaning materials, etc. by including them in the Unishop online shopping platform through a cost advantage agreement made with
Unilever.
Creating new concepts to provide motivation geared for the pandemic and quarantine periods and
sharing them via social media platforms.
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8. CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT
İntermobil manages its customer relations with the responsibility of
being a professional solution partner.
It makes customer-focused investments in line with its vision. Customer requests and complaints are evaluated in the shortest time
possible using engineers who support the sales teams and our Quality Department. With İntermobil Academy investment, training is given to up to 50 people and a full range of detailed examinations are
carried out with our guarantee room. Our customers are kept in close
contact with the entire team including Senior Management through
satisfaction surveys and annual distributor/service meetings.
The main headings of the principles identified to ensure and measure
customer satisfaction are:
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
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Continual Communication With the Customer
Employees’ Customer-focused Approach
Transparency
Offering Quality Products
Competitive Prices
Easy Access to Products
Trust in Products
Aftermarket Service and Technical Support
Closely Following the Market and Being Open to Innovation

a. Customer Communication

With the customer-focused approach that it has adopted, İntermobil believes in the importance of continual and effective communication with customers. In this regard, customer visits are carried out periodically with such aims as promoting goods and services, planning existing and future projects, and
evaluating and improving processes. In addition to communicating one-on-one with customers, communication is also supported via digital channels such as social media accounts and websites.
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b. Trainings
With more than 67 years of experience, İntermobil
supports the development of the sector with the vocational training it offers. Through the training it gives to
the service center and distributor staff and to the vehicle producers it has authorized in the automotive aftermarket goods and services market, İntermobil gives
sector employees the information they need ranging
from new products and brands to tips on how to improve safety and performance.
As the trainer of the brand it represents, İntermobil
trains its customers and develops expertise by applying these systems in its projects at the same time.
With the goal of contributing to the sector’s expertise,
it organizes technical training for customers while
professional and personal development training is included in the annually convened service center and
distributor meetings.
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b1. VDO Trainings
İntermobil’s VDO Tachograph Team has been providing
VDO tachograph training regularly every two months for the
past 10 years. This technical training contributes to participants’ awareness and helps them have a better command
of technical matters when doing their jobs. Furthermore, as
this training makes the participants more knowledgeable, it
increases their chances of finding work in the sector.
Not only is training given to VDO Tachograph Service Centers to certify them, training is also given to the drivers who
work for private companies. This training teaches drivers
how to use tachographs and how to check their daily activities.
Training is also given to inspection units to ensure road
traffic safety. For example, a training course called “Points
to Consider When Making Inspections” took place in Bursa in 2020.

b2. Hella Gutmann Solutions Trainings
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Applied Fault Detection Device and Basic Diagnostics Training
Applied Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Training
Applied Headlight Adjustment Tool Training
Applied Diagnostic System Training for Expertise
Applied Battery Charger Training
Applied Battery Jump Starter Training
Applied Battery Tester Training
Theoretical General Diagnostics Training
Training in How to Use Technical Data
Oscilloscope and Measurement Technologies Training
Security Gateway Systems Training
Passthru Systems Training
Diagnostic Adaptation and Coding Training

		

b3 - WabcoWürth Trainings
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Applied-Theoretical Fault Detection Tool Use and Basic Diagnostics Training
Applied-Theoretical Heavy Vehicle Brake Systems Training
Applied-Theoretical Truck Diagnostic Systems Training
Applied Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Training
Applied-Theoretical AC Coolant Filling Devices Training
Diagnostic Adaptation and Coding Training
WABCO Modules Training
Parametrics Training
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c. Activities
c1. WABCO SERVICE PARTNER –
WABCO MAN Meeting
The fifth WABCO SERVICE PARTNER - WABCO
MAN Meeting took place at the Antalya Papillon Ayscha Hotel between 28-30 November, 2019. This meeting was attended by 92 people from WABCO Service
Partner-certified WABCO service centers. The meeting was canceled in 2020 due to the pandemic.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2S02yrJl44
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c2. VDO Service Meeting
The seventh VDO Service Meeting took place at the
Antalya Papillon Ayscha Hotel between 25-27 November, 2019. This meeting was attended by 153 people
from VDO-certified service centers and distributors.
The meeting was canceled in 2020 due to the pandemic.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJLKsKNZDaM
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c3. ioto Customer Meeting
ioto Customer Meeting took place at the Antalya Papillon Ayscha Hotel between 21-23 November, 2019 and
was planned to be a series of regularly held meetings like
the WABCO MAN and VDO Service Meetings. This first
meeting was attended by 127 people from 88 retail- and
service-based firms. It was canceled in 2020 due to the
pandemic.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0ZQx3JkFeY
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c4. Traditional İntermobil Distributor Trip
Between 14-16 September, 2019, İntermobil Otomotiv held its traditional İntermobil Distributor Trip, which takes place every year, with the representatives from the valued distributors of the Hella, Behr Hella Service, Hella Pagid Brake Systems, and VDO Aftermarket
brands and their spouses in Diyarbakir and Mardin, which have been host to many cultures
over the centuries. Attended by İntermobil Otomotiv Managing Director Rıfat Perahya, this
was the first trip where wives also went along. The trip was enriched by giving souvenir
gifts to all guests and ended with the heartwarming positive views of the women who accompanied their husbands on the trip.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5KyM-Ch01o
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9. PRODUCT QUALITY SAFETY
and CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

İntermobil carries out quality management for the products of the brand it represents by adopting a customer-focused approach.
In this context, a bridge is built between the represented brand and the customer to find a solution the moment any problem is
reported by the customer. It meets customers’ needs by continually developing and improving its products, process, and systems
to be competitive in the groups of products it presents to its customer and to maintain its leadership. It updates its systems and
processes in line with the requirements of the age by paying attention to customer feedback.
İntermobil represents and distributes goods of the highest quality that meet legal requirements and can be used safely. Health
and safety are among the company’s top priorities. Products are subjected to stringent inspection and tracking procedures. Product safety is tracked closely at every stage. İntermobil is responsible for identifying problems relating to safe use, filing complaints
about them, and referring them up the chain.
Customers are provided with support in all activities including design, development, planning, technical support, aftermarket
services, supply chain, and marketing. The requirements of quality management systems are practiced and implemented at
İntermobil to keep quality targets at the highest level, and to meet customer expectations and special requests.
The Warranty Department was set up within İntermobil in 2013 to improve and expedite warranty processes. Thanks to this,
turnaround times for customers have been shortened because the decision is made inside İntermobil without needing to send
90% of the parts for which the customer is making a warranty request to the brand’s Warranty Department. For example, in all
European countries, products from WABCO, which we represent, are sent to its guarantee center in Poland, whereas İntermobil
makes warranty decisions on site by working in close contact with the center.
İntermobil Otomotiv sends quality process reports to management every three months. The points that need to be developed and
improved are identified using various charts and corrective and preventative measures are implemented.
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10. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

İntermobil always aims to make a difference in customer-focused solutions. Traceability right up
until the product reaches the end-user is an important criterion in determining the performance of
the logistics solution being presented.
İntermobil has completed direct infrastructural integration with the producers it represents and
whose products it distributes. İntermobil’s Supply Chain team works to minimize all the risk factors involved by cooperating with the sector’s leading storage and haulage firms in the knowledge
that competition is key when it comes to customer satisfaction and distribution efficiency.
İntermobil increases its distributors’ competitive power through effective and problem-free management of its supply chain, and contributes added value to its customers everyday by presenting different and rapid solution.
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a. Supplier Strategy
Thanks to the suppliers it works with, İntermobil provides its customers with major competitive advantages.
These advantages include providing cost advantage (in such areas as raw materials, logistics, consumables, etc.) through joint
purchasing activities and ensuring a fall in investment and product costs through development of suppliers’ design and production competencies. İntermobil procures its product range, which
stands out in the sector with its brand value, recognition, and quality sustainability, from 20 different locations.

b. Supplier Selection
İntermobil selects its suppliers in line with the sector’s
needs. Suppliers first need to meet the following criteria:
√ Possess the technical (quality/cost competitiveness/
delivery performance) and organizational competency to meet the automotive sector's expectations
√ To be financially strong
√ To have th e required quality certifications, and
advanced production and design skills
√ To be open to customer-focused cooperation and
have the necessary operational flexibility
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c. Standardization for Sustainability in Supply Chain Management

İntermobil makes customer visits at regular intervals for mutual assessment meetings to contribute to suppliers’ business development activities and similarly to
analyze what their practices can contribute to İntermobil.
It follows all its suppliers using standard performance indicators in such areas as
commercial productivity, quality, and delivery. Medium- and long-term strategies
regarding suppliers are created in line with previously established standard importance and satisfaction criteria, and are followed.
İntermobil keeps track of the commercial restrictions, import/export checks, embargoes, and corruption and customs laws relating to its activities and pledges to
act in line with these laws and regulations.
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d. Supply Chain Operation Model

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

One-on-one and proactive tracking from order to delivery through a special customer representative
Air, land, and sea options
Integrated logistics and systems projects in line with customer satisfaction
Solution-focused approach in urgent and extra options
All forms of documentation and information assistance between producer and customer
Alternative and mutually complementary solution proposals depending on seasonal busyness
Aftermarket follow-up and support
Active support for customer order plans

To help contribute to their business development activities, customers’ order and delivery
habits are analyzed and they are given statistical information and recommendations
for self-improvement. Periodic, customer-tailored work includes:
√ Order analysis by category
√ Demand, prediction management
√ Trend analyses
√ New product work
√ Actual operation analysis and areas of improvement
√ New project and IT support
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d1. Route and Vehicle Optimization Project
As a result of analysis work done for customer development, various projects were launched with the aim
of improving the efficiency of shipments made to customers. Important fuel savings and efficiency were provided in the route and vehicle optimization study carried out in this context.
İntermobil outsources its logistics activities. Products from the ioto brand are shipped to 69 cities from logistics centers in Samandıra and Hadımköy in Istanbul and to 26 cities for other brands.

PROJECT

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS

CITIES

İoto
Other Brands

With the switch to “milk run” shipments planned for the Bolu-Ankara, Manisa-Izmir, Izmit-Adapazarı, and
Samsun-Trabzon-Rize routes, in addition to a reduction in the number of vehicles used and the kilometers
covered, a reduction in fuel expenditure has also been achieved. With shipment planning drawn up for 7-8
customers, instead of using 5 or 6 small vehicles every day, this has been changed to 1-2 large vehicles a
week, thus ensuring fuel savings and more effective use of the vehicles.
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e. Awareness Activities

Labels carrying the “This is Everyone’s World!” logo are affixed to
all İntermobil shipping packages to raise customer awareness and
arouse curiosity. The goal of these labels is to invite the 511 ioto
brand customers and 113 other brand customers all over Turkey and
their employees to consider the effect that every step taken has on
the Earth, to be more sensitive, and to adopt a sustainable way of life.
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11. ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT

İntermobil conducts all its activities on the basis of protecting the
environment in line with the principle of sustainability, which is a
key component of its corporate strategy. In all the regions and
fields of business in which it operates, it acts by giving priority to
environmental sustainability and taking the necessary measures.
In this context, it tries to implement environmentally friendly practices by aiming to raise awareness among its employees of such
issues as protecting the environment and natural resources, biodiversity, climate change, and waste management.
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a. Energy and Climate Change
Acting in the awareness that energy management and climate change are crucial global realities for our planet, İntermobil takes the necessary measures to reduce energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions. The work undertaken inside İntermobil to reduce the carbon
footprint produced by logistics activities and the
action taken to reduce energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions are shown below.

a1. Reducing Energy Consumption
√

Company vehicles began being used less in 2020
than in the previous year to save on fuel.
√ With the commencement of remote working in 2020,
a 25% energy saving was achieved in the Şişli and
İntermobil Academy offices in 2020 compared with
the previous year.
√ A password-protected printer system to save on
paper.
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a2. Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions
√ The Carbon-free Flight Project took place at the
start of 2020 and 323 saplings were planted to
eliminate the 129,360 kg of carbon emissions
released into the atmosphere on 559,938 km of
flights for business trips taken the previous year.
√ Thanks to the Route and Vehicle Optimization project undertaken in cooperation with our customers,
the number of vehicle shipments used for logistics
activities fell, resulting in a significant reduction in
fuel consumption and carbon emissions.
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a3. Waste Management
İntermobil tries to manage the waste produced in its operational working areas to keep environmental impact to a minimum. The waste management approach is to prevent and reduce waste production at the source, to classify and
sort waste by type, and ensure it is recycled. As part of this, work on raising
awareness is being one within the company to handle waste management in
the best possible way.

a4. Electronic Waste
Work to handle electronic waste is being done with our licensed
and certified solution partner, which has been operating in the
electronic waste recycling sector for many years. Having been included in our solution partner’s “Let Your Waste Become Trees”
project with the aim of making the right gains in recycling electronic waste, trees are planted in exchange for our electronic waste
and a certificate for this is issued every year.
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a5. Battery Waste
Red bins for sorting our battery waste can be found in all our offices and depots and are collected regularly by municipal teams.
In addition, batteries are stocked in our office assistant’s desk to
keep track of battery use and reduce it to a minimum; they can be
obtained only from our office assistant on request and only once
the old batteries are thrown in the battery waste bin.

a6. Waste Sorting
Starting at the end of 2019 when talks with Şişli Municipality concluded, four waste sorting
bins were procured to sort our plastic, glass, metal, and paper waste to be collected weekly
by the municipality. Some of our colleagues who were receptive to our request to make the
use of these sorting bins more widespread removed the rubbish bins from under their desks,
and so an attempt has been made to increase the amount of sorted waste.
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a7. Plastic Use
With a view to reducing plastic use and preventing waste, the use
of plastic cups, cutlery, and water bottles in the meeting rooms inside İntermobil offices, at all distributor and customer meetings, in the
kitchen, and on employees’ desks has ended completely. The use of
plastic in the office has been minimized by gifting all our employees
with personalized glass jugs and cups.

a8. Paper Use
A switch has been made to a card-reader printout
system on all printers in İntermobil offices to prevent unnecessary printouts being made. Under
the previous system, if the printouts sent to the
printer were forgotten they would build up around
the printer, leading to unnecessary use of paper.
With our new practice, as the user can only get a
printout by having his/her card read, paper waste
has been significantly prevented.
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a9. Garbage Collection Activities
A “Garbage Collection Event” in Istanbul’s Belgrade Forest was
carried out with the entire İntermobil team. During this event, work
took place on collecting all garbage that could be reached with
sticks and gloves without compromising on hygiene and by the
end of day 100 sackfuls of garbage had been cleared from Belgrade Forest. Even though this event, which was planned to take
place every month, cannot take place now due to coronavirus restrictions, the plan is to resume it once things get back to normal.
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a10. Contributing to the Preservation of Biodiversity
İntermobil takes care to carry out awareness activities and take the necessary measures to preserve natural
flora and fauna by treating biodiversity together with its principle of environmental sustainability.

a11. WWF Adoption Project
In light of the “Taking Responsibility” value, all of us
at İntermobil are aware of the responsibilities we have
to undertake regarding the world we live in all the lifeforms we coexist with. In July 2019 support was given
to the WWF’s (World Wide Fund for Nature) Adoption
Campaign on behalf of İntermobil employees. As part
of this campaign, our employees symbolically adopted
animals from endangered species and contributed so
that these animals can continue to live in their natural
habitats.
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12. Social Responsibility Activities

İntermobil welcomes giving back to the society it lives in as part of its understanding of social responsibility.
In this context, it carries out social responsibility activities in various fields including environmental protection,
education, health, social solidarity, and sport. Its activities in this field can be summarized as follows:
√
√
√
√

√
√
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At the start of 2020 323 samplings were planted to eliminate the 129,360 kg of carbon emissions
released into the atmosphere on 559,938 km of flights for business trips taken the previous year.
In both 2018 and 2019 donations were made to TEMA and TEGV on all our employees’ birthdays
on their behalf.
Throughout 2020, donations were made to the Octopus Volunteers Association on each of our
employees’ birthdays.
As part of its “Social Responsibility” activities, İntermobil has been regularly participating in the
“Istanbul Marathon” since 2016 to contribute to the “Down Syndrome Association” and “Down
Syndrome” Individuals. İntermobil is going to continue doing good.
By taking part in art activities organized to benefit the “Down Syndrome Association,” It not only
helps this association but also provides a social activity opportunity for its employees.
It supports young women university graduates by regularly attending the New Year Concert organized every year by the “Turkish Association of Women University Graduates.”
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a. Materials Utilization Activity
The Sustainability Committee supported activities such as sorting books
and clothing, washing, labeling, arranging, ironing, and wrapping for one
whole day at the Octopus Volunteers Association Materials Utilization
Center. A dispatch operation was also carried out with bardcoded boxes
to send materials prepared by our team to needy schools and associations all over Turkey.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0D8xq7BCmg
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b. Sportsperson Sponsorship
The field of Disabled Sports was identified as a priority area for İntermobil sponsorship support. İntermobil is going to
continue offering whatever support it can so that all disabled individuals can get out of their homes and engage with life.
√ Sponsorship for the 1907 Fenerbahçe Disabled Stars Basketball Club.
√ Sponsor of National Paralympic Tennis Player Büşra Ün

National Paralympic Tennis
Player Büşra Ün Continues
to Make Us Proud With Her
Achievements
Sponsored by İntermobil, national Paralympic tennis player Büşra Ün continues
to make our country proud in the international tournaments she participates in on
her way to the 2020 Tokyo Paralympic
Games.
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1907 Fenerbahçe Disabled Stars Became Turkey League Champion!
İntermobil is delighted and thrilled to be the strip sponsor of the 1907 Fenerbahçe Disabled Stars Sports Club, which
won the Euroleague III Championship on April 30th, 2019 then topped this by becoming Turkish Wheelchair Basketball
League champion for 2018/2019. Competing with Izmir Metropolitan Municipality in the third match of the series final,
the 1907 Fenerbahçe Disabled Stars won the championship by beating them 2-1.
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İntermobil Employees Attended the Tarkan Concert for the benefit of Down Syndrome Association

İntermobil continued to add +1 value to life by adding a new project to the ones it carries our jointly with the Down Syndrome Association. Undertaking various activities to enable Down Syndrome individuals to have independent, productive lives as integral parts of society, the Down Syndrome Association organized donations for the Tarkan concert at the
Harbiye Cemil Topuzlu Open-Air Theater on September 28th, 2019.
İntermobil Otomotiv President Nadine Perahya and all the women in the İntermobil family were delighted to contribute
to this project to give hope to Down Syndrome individuals and enjoyed famous celebrity Tarkan's superb stage performance.
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13. Awards and Certificates
a. Hella Gutmann Solutions “International Achievement Award” for İntermobil

Hella Gutmann Solutions gives international achievement awards by evaluating the performance in different fields of countries that attend the “International Sales and Marketing Meeting,” which it holds every year with the participation of the representative and distributor country in the 24 countries that do extensive business in Europe and have high turnovers.
At the meeting that took place over 26-28 June 2018, Hella Gutmann Solutions’ sole representative and distributor in Turkey,
İntermobil, was awarded the “International Achievement Award” for its strategic moves, outstanding performance, and use
of social media. The award ceremony for the 2017/21018 International Sales and Marketing Meeting under the slogan “The
Sky’s the Limit,” took place in Rotterdam.
Hella Gutmann Turkey proceeds with the goal of always taking the previous year’s success a step further, and it achieved
extraordinary growth by establishing itself in the right place despite tough competition and fluctuations in the economy. In
addition to this, it received the “International Achievement Award” by making a difference with its exemplary social media use
on www.İntermobil.com.tr and www.arizatespit.com and the Hella Gutmann Turkey Facebook page, and standing out from
the other countries in the European market.
İntermobil and the Hella Gutmann Turkey team aim to make new achievements in the future by giving priority to customer
satisfaction and its “Constant Improvement” value as it always has.
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b. VDO Awards
İntermobil was awarded first place in the VDO Championship in 2017 and 2018 for its sales performance among
all other countries. It won second place in 2019.
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c. HELLA Awards

İntermobil became the leading Hella Sales office by receiving the Hella ElectricElectronic Best Performing Sales Company award for the 2018-2019 and 20192020 periods.
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Section/Page

Global Principles
HUMAN RIGHTS
Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human

Message From Management p.4
Ethics and Compliance p. 39

rights; and

Our Employees and Human Resources Management p. 43

Principle 2: Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.

Customer Management p. 72
Product Quality Safety and Customer Satisfaction p.81
LABOR STANDARDS

Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;

Ethics and Compliance p. 39

Principle 4: The elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor;
Principle 5: The effective abolition of child labor; and

Our Employees and Human Resources Management p. 43

Principle 6: The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

ENVIRONMENT
Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8: Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and

Sustainability Management p. 25
Supply Chain Management p. 82
Environment Management p. 88

Principle 9: Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.

ANTI-CORRUPTION
Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.

Ethics and Compliance p. 39
Our Employees and Human Resources Management p. 43
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The report was prepared by the İntermobil Sustainability Committee.
CONTACT US
You can send your questions, opinions, or suggestions regarding the İntermobil
2020 COP to this e-mail address: surdurebilirlik@İntermobil.com.tr.
İntermobil OTOMOTİV MÜMESSİLLİK VE TİCARET A.Ş.
Address: Halide Edip Adıvar Mahallesi Darülaceze Caddesi Akın Plaza No: 3/83
34382 Şişli-İstanbul
Phone: +90 (212) 314 20 00 - PBX
Fax: +90 (212) 314 20 01
Email: İntermobil@İntermobil.com.tr
İntermobil ACADEMY
Address: M. Fevzi Çakmak Cd. 19. Sk. No:13-15 Kat:2 Ferhatpaşa-Ataşehir/İstanbul
Phone: +90 (216) 593 33 66 - 67
Fax: +90 (212) 314 20 01
Email: İntermobil@İntermobil.com.tr

Legal Advisory

The 2020 Communication on Progress was prepared by İntermobil
OTOMOTİV

MÜMESSİLLİK

VE

TİCARET A.Ş. In the context of the
United

Nations

Global

Compact

signed on March 16th, 2020. This report was written solely to inform our

stakeholders and cannot form the basis for any investment decision.

It is believed that all the information

and documents mentioned herein are
accurate, transparent, and reliable,

and all data have been clearly stat-

ed. However, İntermobil OTOMOTİV
MÜMESSİLLİK VE TİCARET A.Ş.
Makes no pledges with respect to
these data.

İntermobil OTOMOTİV MÜMESSİLLİK
VE TİCARET A.Ş., its board members, employees, or consultants cannot be held responsible or any loss or

damage incurred directly or indirectly

by any person or company as a result
of any information transferred within
the scope of this report.
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Let us protect the future of all life on Earth together.
				
Thank you.
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